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Objective: This study investigates the interactions between the syntactic process of scrambling 

(Mahajan 1990, Kidwai 2001, Bhatt 2007, Keine 2016) and the post syntactic process of focus 

particle placement (Kaufman 2010) in the Indo-Aryan languages Hindi-Urdu and Bangla. We 

observe that while scrambling can feed the post-syntactic process of focus particle placement in 

these languages, interestingly, an element marked with the focus particle may also be available for 

further scrambling. This creates an apparent paradox in the relative ordering between syntactic and 

post-syntactic processes. We argue that a multi-dominance theory of movement (Johnson 2016, 

Harizanov & Gribanova 2018) can naturally explain this apparently paradoxical pattern. 

Background: It is common for languages to mark a focused constituent with a morpho-syntactic 

focus particle. This particle does not always attach to the constituent that is the logical focus but 

can attach to a subpart of it (Kuroda 1965, Aoyagi 1998, Kotani 2009, Branan & Erlewine 2019). 

This lack of surface correspondence is also observed in Bangla and Hindi-Urdu. Branan & 

Erlewine (2019) define this phenomenon as anti-pied-piping, as the morpho syntactic focus 

particle attaches to a sub-part of the constituent which is logically focused, in contrast with cases 

of focus piedpiping, where the focus particle appears on a constituent that contains the constituent 

bearing logical focus. 

Data: In the following examples the domain of logical focus is VP (predicate focus) (in 1) and TP 

(sentential focus) (in 2). However, the focus particle attaches to a sub-constituent- crucially, the 

leftmost sub-constituent within the domain of logical focus (the leftmost sub-constituent is IO in 

VP focus in 1 and subject in TP focus in 2). By VP/predicate focus we mean that the predicate 

which includes the verb and the internal arguments generates focused alternatives and by 

TP/sentential focus we mean that the entire sentence is under the domain of focus and generates 

focused alternatives, as is clear in the gloss. 

 

1.pulkit-ne (sirf)  [ayushi-ko  hii  ghaDii   dii  hai] Hindi1 

pulkit-ERG only ayushi-DAT Foc watch give.FSg AUX.PRES.3FSg 

‘Pulkit has only given a watch to Ayushi.’ ( He hasn’t taken any gift from Raja) - [VP-Focus] 

2. (sirf) [pulkit-ne hii ayushi-ko ghaDii   dii hai] 

only pulkit-ERG Foc ayushi-DAT watch give.FSg AUX.PRES.3FSg 

‘Only Pulkit has given a watch to Ayushi.’ (Raja hasn’t taken a gift from Surbhi)-[TP-focus] 

 

Bangla and Hindi-Urdu are head final languages with extensive scrambling. Scrambling in these 

languages has been argued to be a syntactic process, with evidence from scope and binding facts 

(Mahajan 1990, Kidwai 2001, Bhatt 2007, Keine 2016). In (3), we observe that with an OSV 

derived word order and a TP focus interpretation, the particle necessarily attaches to the scrambled 

object and cannot attach to the subject. Given the leftmost attachment requirement this shows that 

this scrambling precedes focus particle placement. 

 
3. (sirf) ghaDii hii pulkit-ne (*hii) ayushii-ko dii hai 

only watch Foc pulkit-ERG Foc ayushi-DAT give.FSg AUX.PRES.3FSg 

‘Only Pulkit has given a watch to Ayushi.’ (Raja hasn’t taken a gift from Surbhi)-[TP-focus] 
 

 

1 Bangla focus particle -i attests to similar patterns as Hindi. In interest of space only Hindi examples are given in the 

abstract. 



However, interestingly, a constituent carrying the focus particle can also be targeted by further 

syntactic movement. In (4), the domain of logical focus is VP and the focus particle is attached to 

the indirect object, which has scrambled out of the VP over the subject. 

 

4. ghaDii   hii pulkit-ne ayushii-ko dii hai 

watch Foc pulkit-ERG ayushi-DAT give.FSg AUX.PRES.3FSg 

‘Pulkit has only given a watch to Ayushi.’ (He hasn’t taken any gift from Raja.)-[VP-Focus]2 

 

Analysis: Essentially, in effect, we have scrambling feeding focus particle placement (as in 3), 

and a focus-marked constituent being available for further scrambling (as in 4). We claim that this 

behavior can be explained by a multi-dominance theory of movement which posits that internal 

merge creates multiple occurrences of the same syntactic object. Additionally, a post-syntactic 

operation on one of those occurrences is reflected on both/all occurrences (Harizanov and 

Gribanova 2018). We propose that the focus feature is hosted on the constituent that is the logical 

focus. For the examples given, the domain of logical focus is TP in (3) and VP in (4).The feature 

is spelled out by the particle hii/-i. This focus particle on a TP or a VP then post-syntactically 

lowers to the highest sub-constituent due to their clitic like properties, which derives the leftmost 

preference in particle placement. The sub-constituent may be the highest sub-constituent either by 

external merge or by scrambling. This post syntactic operation of particle lowering is what creates 

the impression of anti-pied-piping. In multi-dominance, this particle lowering affects all 

occurrences created by scrambling giving us the attested patterns. Chain Reduction then decides 

which occurrence would be pronounced. Essentially, post syntactic lowering of focus particles 

precedes Chain Reduction (Harizanov & Gribanova 2017). 

In example (3), the focus feature is hosted on the logical focus which is TP in this case. The direct 

object scrambles over the subject by virtue of which it becomes the highest sub-constituent in TP. 

The focus particle lowers onto the higher occurrence of the direct object. This is how we derive 

the scrambling feeding focus particle placement phenomenon. In example (4), the domain of 

logical focus is VP and hence the focus feature starts off hosted by the VP. The direct object 

scrambles out of the VP over the subject. Essentially, when the focus particle lowers onto the lower 

occurrence of the direct object it is also reflected on the higher occurrence, given that a post- 

syntactic operation is reflected on all the occurrences of a syntactic object created by internal 

merge in multi-dominance. Chain reduction then decides to pronounce the higher occurrence. 

What we see on the surface is a configuration where the direct object marked with the focus particle 

has moved outside of the domain of logical focus while still retaining the VP focus interpretation. 

This gives us the impression that a focus marked sub-constituent can be a target for scrambling. 

Conclusion: We conclude, contra Branan & Erlewine(2020), that anti-pied-piping is a repair 

strategy conditioned by particle-particular phonological properties. We further observe that the 

operation of focus particle lowering has similar adjacency-requirements as observed in post- 

syntactic head movement (Harizanov and Gribanova 2018) and the interaction between syntactic 

phrasal movement (scrambling) and post syntactic focus particle lowering seems to be similar to 

the interaction between syntactic and post-syntactic head movement laid out in Harizanov and 

Gribanova (2018). 
 

2
 It is interesting to note that the example above in (4) also receives a TP focus interpretation (in addition to the VP 

focus interpretation) as is to be expected given (3). 



On the (non)-relation between C
0
and T

0

Faruk Akkuş, University of Pennsylvania

Chomsky (2007, 2008, 2013) proposes that the Agree (φ-) and Tense features associated with the in�ectional

system are not an inherent property of T (also Richards 2007; Miyagawa 2010; Ouali 2008); instead T inherits
these features from the phase head C. Zwart (1993, 1997, 2001) maintains the opposite view and suggests

that the φ-set on C is simply a duplication of T’s valued φ-set (also Hoekstra & Marácz 1989; Watanabe 2000).

C acquires its agreement features during the derivation by movement of T (AgrS) to C. Common to both

approaches is the hypothesis that a single head is the locus of the φ-features, and the other head acquires

them in the derivation. �is study investigates the putative relation between C and T on the basis of two

con�gurations in Arabic varieties, and challenges this relation: (i) C and T can agree with the same goal, but

bear di�erent values (cf. Haegeman & Van Koppen 2012), (ii) C and T may agree with di�erent goals. �ese

phenomena provide robust evidence that C and T must each be endowed with a discrete set of φ-features.

C and T agreeing with the same target. Conjunct agreement in many Arabic varieties follows a general-

ization, in which “A conjoined target preceding the agreement controller triggers resolved agreement (RA);

the target following the controller triggers �rst conjunct agreement (FCA) or RA”, schematized in (1).

(1) X
0

{FCA/RA} >> coordinated target >> Y
0

{RA}

�is pa�ern also holds in Sason Arabic (SA); e.g. a conjoined subject between T and Asp, or between C

and Asp, (2) (with the caveat that default agreement on T is disallowed, unlike on C, which di�erentiates

between 3sg masculine and default (i.e. lack of) agreement, which is always a possibility).

(2) saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-nu

that-3m

/

/

le-nen}
that-3pl}

[sabi-ma

[boy.m-a

u

and

bınt-ma]

girl-a]pl

ayal-o

eat.pfv-3pl

anzarut.

corn

‘I believed that a boy and a girl ate the corn.’ (C-ConjS-V-O)

�e same pa�ern holds when multiple controllers precede or follow the conjoined target. Complementizer

agreement in the context of coordinated subjects is such a con�guration, in which C, T and Asp are all

potential probes. Crucially, two agreement controllers that precede the target, which are C and Asp in (3),

and C and T in (4), may realize distinct sets of features. In addition to the possibility of both bearing the

same values, C may exhibit FCA, whereas T/Asp full agreement, or vice versa.

(3) a. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-na

that-3sg.f

/

/

le-nen}
that-3pl}

ayal-o

ate-3pl

[bınt-ma

[girl.f-a

u

and

sabi-ma].

boy-a]pl

‘I believed that a girl and a boy ate.’

b. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-na

that-3sg.f

/

/

le-nen}
that-3pl}

ayal-e

ate-3sg.f

[bınt-ma

[girl.f-a

u

and

sabi-ma].

boy-a]pl

‘I believed that a girl and a boy ate.’ (C-V-ConjS-O)

(4) a. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-na

that-3f

/

/

le-nen}
that-3pl}

kan-o

aux.pst-3pl

[bınt-ma

[girl.f-a

u

and

sabi-ma]

boy-a]pl

kı-y-ayl-o.

pst-3-eat-pl

‘I believed that a girl and a boy were eating.’

b. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-na

that-3f

/

/

le-nen}
that-3pl}

kan-e

aux.pst-3f

[bınt-ma

[girl.f-a

u

and

sabi-ma]

boy-a]pl

kı-y-ayl-o.

pst-3-eat-pl

‘I believed that a girl and a boy were eating.’ (C-Aux-ConjS-V-O)

C and T agreeing with di�erent targets. In embedded structures, both for VSO and SVO orders, C
0

which otherwise agrees with the subject, (5a), agrees with the fronted object (be it a CLLD-ed object, (5b), or

a focused object, (5c). (5) also shows that C agrees with the closest goal in its c-command domain; it cannot

skip over a structurally higher target and agree with the subject.
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(5) a. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-nen}
that-3pl}

[calabma

[some

zGar]

children]pl

qaraf-o

broke-3pl

mase.

table.f

‘I believed that some children broke the table.’

b. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-na

that-3sg.f

/

/

*le-nen}
*that-3pl}

mase
table.f

[calabma

[some

zGar]

children]pl

qaraf-u-a.

broke-3pl-it.f

‘I believed that the table, some children broke it.’
c. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-na

that-3sg.f

/

/

*le-nen}
*that-3pl}

mase

table.f

[calabma

[some

zGar]

children]pl

qaraf-o

broke-3pl

(qursi

(chair

lā).

no)

‘I believed that some children broke the table (not the chair).’

�e hierarchy e�ect is also seen in (6), an instance of fronting to a low-focus position in the clause between

T and Asp, (Akkuş 2020). C cannot agree with the low-focus object since the subject intervenes.

(6) saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

*le-na

*that-3sg.f

/

/

le-nen}
that-3sg.pl}

[calabma

[some

zGar]

children]pl

mase

table.f

qaraf-o

broke-3pl

(qursi

(chair

lā).

no)

‘I believed that some children broke the table (not the chair).’

C can also exhibit FCA with a fronted, coordinated object, be it CLLDed, (7b), or focused-fronted, (7c).

(7) a. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-nu}
that-3sg.m}

qaraf

broke.3sg.m

zGer-ma

child.m-a

[mase

[table.f

u

and

bābe].

door.m]

‘I believed that some child broke the table and the door.’

b. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-na

that-3sg.f

/

/

le-nen}
that-3pl}

[mase
[table.f

u
and

bābe]

door.m]pl

qaraf-en
broke.3sg.m-them

zGer-ma.

child.m-a

‘I believed that the table and the door, some child broke them.’

c. saddıx-tu

believed-1sg

{le

{that.∅
/

/

le-na

that-3sg.f

/

/

le-nen}
that-3pl}

[mase

[table.f

u

and

bābe]

door.m]pl

qaraf

broke.3sg.m

zGer-ma.

child.m-a

‘I believed that some child broke the table and the door (not the chair and the TV).’

Jordanian Arabic (JA) also has a discourse-related area between T and Asp that hosts fo-

cused and CLLDed elements, (Jarrah & Abusalim 2020). �e auxiliary which otherwise agrees

with the subject, (8a), comes to agree with the CLLDed object, (8b), or a focused object, (8c).

(8) a. kaan-t

aux.pst-3sg.f

Pil-binit

the-girl.f

Pitlaagi

meet-3sg.f

l-wlaad.

the-boys

‘�e girl was meeting the boys.’

b. kaan-u

aux.pst-3pl.m

l-wlaad
the-boys

Pil-binit

the-girl.f

Pitlaagi-hum.

meet-3sg.f-them

‘�e boys, the girl was meeting them.’

c. kaan-u

aux.pst-3pl.m

l-wlaad

the-boys

Pitlaagi

meet-3sg.f

Pil-binit.

the-girl.f

‘It was the boys that the girl was meeting.’ (JA)

We also show that when a coordinated object is

fronted to the low position in JA, T can show

FCA as well as RA. �is contrasts with SA,

which disallows agreement between T and a

fronted object in low-focus position. We con-

sider the implications of the SA and JA data for

a similar set of data in Haegeman & Van Kop-

pen (2012), in which C cannot agree with a

focus fronted object, even though it is struc-

turally higher than the subject, and provide a

case-discrimination analysis. We argue that this

φ-feature-checking takes place in syntax, and not at PF (Miyagawa 2010; Ackema & Neeleman 2004).

Conclusion. �e paper demonstrates that distinct agreement controllers, C and T, may agree with (di�erent

parts of) the same target and realize distinct set of φ-features. Moreover, C and T may agree with di�erent

goals. �ese two con�gurations strongly suggest that C and T (and Asp) are independent probes.
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Universal Concord as Syntactic Agreement 
Ka-Fai Yip 

Yale University 
 

Introduction: Concord, a phenomenon where two or more linguistic materials give the same 
semantic contribution, is extensively studied from negative concord (NC). Its nature is however 
subject to debate, e.g. NC has been treated as a semantic licensing of NPIs (Giannakidou 2000) 
or syntactic Agree (Zeijlstra 2004). While impenetrability (e.g. islands) is often used in 
argumentation, intervention effects (IEs) has been paid little attention on. On the other hand, 
interrogative and existential concord are recognized (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002), but universal 
concord (UC) seems not to be well-attested. Following Zeijlstra (2004)'s definition for NC, I 
define UC as two or more universal elements yielding one semantic universal quantification.  
 

Goals: (i) Fill the empirical gap by showing Cantonese verbal suffix -can is a UC element; (ii) 
Provide novel evidence from IEs to argue for a syntactic agreement approach to concord.  
 

Data: The first set of data presents a paradigm of UC. Cantonese verbal suffix -can in (1), 
claimed to be a universal quantifier (UQ) (Tang 2015, Lee 2017), may express universal 
quantification over events on its own, evidenced by the incompatibility with an existential 
quantifier. Crucially, -can can occur with an overt UQ like mui-ci 'every time' while giving the 
same semantics (=(2)). Fitting UC's definition, this constitutes a problem to compositionality: 
how do two UQs give one universal quantification? Note that the co-occurrence of genuine UQs 
in (3) gives rise to two universal quantification. Since the event variable is already bound by one 
of the UQs, another UQ cannot bind any variable and results in vacuous quantification (=(4)). 
 

(1) [Aaming (mui-ci/    *jau  jat  ci)   jam-can   naai] go-tou     zau  tung.   (∀/ *∃) 
 Ming     every-time  have one time drink-CAN  milk CL-stomach  then  ache 
‘Every time (/ *there was once) Ming drank milk, his tummy felt odd.’  

(2) ∀e[DRINK(milk)(Ming)(e)→∃e'[ACHE(Ming's stomach)(e')]](where e, e' stand for event variables) 
(3) *Zijiu  Aaming mui-ci    jam  naai, go-tou     zau  tung. 

  only.if Ming   every.time drink milk CL-stomach  then  ache 
(4) *∀e2∀e1 [ DRINK(milk)(e1)(Ming) → ∃e'[ACHE(e')(Ming's stomach)] ] (vacuous quantification) 
 

Another set of data shows IEs in UC. Q(uantificational)-elements cannot occur in between a UQ 
and -can, e.g. negation, focus, modals, quantifiers. Crucially, this set of interveners coincide with 
interveners to other syntactic operators, e.g. ‘why’ and A-not-A (Law 2001, Soh 2005). 
 

(5) mui-ci   mou    daai(*-can) syu, … 
every-time not.have bring-CAN   book 
'Every time (he) hadn't brought a book, …' 

(6) mui-ci  dak   keoi jung(*-can) gaan-fong, … 
e.-t.   only 3SG use-CAN   CL-room 
'Every time that only he used the room, …' 

(7) mui-ci jiu    zou(*-can) je   go-zan 
e.-t.   should do-CAN    stuff  that-time 
'Every time when he should work, …' 

(8) Zijiu   jau  jan    man(*-can) je, … 
only.if  have person  ask-CAN    stuff 
'Once someone asks him for something, …' 

 

In contrast, non-Q-elements could freely occur in between a UQ and -can: 
 

(9) Mui-ci hai deitit-dou   king(-can)  dinwaa, … 
e.-t.    at  subway-LOC talk-CAN   phone 
'Every time (I) had a call on the subway, …' 

(10) Zijiu  ziuzou   jam(-can) naai, … 
 only.if morning  drink-CAN milk 
 'Once (I) drinks milk in the morning, …' 

 

Proposal: I analyze -can as a concord element carrying an 
uninterpretable universal feature [u∀]. It agrees with a 
genuine UQ like 'every time' which carries an interpretable 
[i∀]. This entails the occurrence of UQs in every clause with -
can, as in (1). For clauses lacking an overt UQ, I attribute the 
universal reading to an implicit necessity operator at CP 
(OP∀), which is independently motivated by Chinese donkey 
sentences (Cheng & Huang 1996). 

(11)  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agree 

CP/TP 

 

 

-can u∀  VP 

OP∀, if (CP) / 

every time (TP) /  

[i∀] 

 

 



 

Arguments: First, the uninterpretablity of [u∀] on -can is confirmed by the lack of 
quantificational force on -can. While elements modified by caa-m-do 'almost' must be 
quantificational (exemplified by (12)), predicates with -can can be modified by 'almost' only if 
'every time' is present (=(13)). It follows that 'every time' carries (universal) quantificational 
force which -can does not have. That is, -can is not a quantifier at all, but a concord element. The 
compositionality problem is thus solved. Note that (13) cannot be salvaged by a covert UQ since 
caa-m-do is at TP (Tang 2009), lower than OP∀. 
 

(12) Keoi [PP tung [caa-m-do mui-go-jan/   *keoidei]] dou king-dou gai 
3SG    with almost   every-CL-person they    all  talk-able  chat 
'He can chat with almost everyone/*them.' 

(13) [keoi caa-m-do *(mui-ci)   king-can gai] ne,  lousi   zau wui faatnau 
3SG  almost     every-time talk-CAN  chat TOP  teacher  then will become.mad 
'Almost every time he chatted with someone, the teacher got angry.' 

 

Second, the IEs to the Agree relation are regulated by feature-based Relativized Minimality (RM, 
Rizzi 2004). Q-elements (including focus) carry a superfeature [Q] and induce IEs to Q-chains 
by intervening in between them. This is exactly the case in (5)-(8), diagramed in (14). Contrarily, 
non-Q-elements lack a [Q] and would not trigger IEs, deriving (9)-(10). Note that the [Q]-
elements also intervene between other syntactic dependencies, e.g. wh-movement and A-not-A.  
 

(14) *[ … UQ[i∀, Q] … {neg/ focus/ modal/ quantifiers etc.} [Q] … [-can[u∀, Q] … 
 
 

Third, the Agree relation obeys the PIC (DbP version in Chomsky 2001) which dictates the 
domain of a lower phase to become inaccessible upon the completion of a higher phase. -Can 
and a UQ can be separated by a vP and a non-finite TP boundary in (15), but not a vP and a CP 
boundary as (16). Taking the standard assumption that vP and CP are phases while non-finite TP 
is not, the contrast in (15) and (16) follows naturally from the PIC. 
 

(15) Ngo mui-ci  [vP bik   keoi [TP king(-can) gai],  keoi  zau  sauseng 
1SG every.time force  3SG   talk-CAN   chat   3SG  then  shut.up 
‘Every time I forced him to talk (with me), he became silent.’ 

(16) Ngo mui-ci  [vP gong [CP waa  keoi king(*-can)  gai],  keoi  zau  sauseng 
1SG every.time say    C   3SG talk-CAN     chat   3SG  then  shut.up 
‘Every time I said that he had a chat, he became silent.’ 

 

NPI licensing is different from UC in these two localities. It is well-documented that NPI 
licensing does not respect islands (Zeijlstra 2008 amo.). Cantonese NPI jamho 'any' exhibits the 
same by not observing PIC with licensing across two phases (DP, CP) in (17). Besides, although 
IEs are reported in NPI licensing (Guerzoni 2006), some interveners do not block the licensing, 
e.g. neg-raising necessity modal in (18) or weak quantifiers. Featural RM is violated, as opposed 
to the strict compliance by UC and other Q-syntactic dependencies (e.g. ‘why’ & A-not-A). 
 

(17) Ngo *(m-)zungji [DP [CP jamho zokgaa se]   ge   syu]    (PIC violation) 
1SG   NEG-like      any   writer write MOD book 'I don’t like books wrote by any writer.' 

(18) Ngo *(m-)gokdak [keoi jinggoi sik  jamho zinzaa-je]     (RM violation) 
1SG   NEG-think  3SG  should eat  any   fried-food 'I don’t think he should eat any junk food.' 

 

Implications: (i) A new type of evidence, intervention effects, is offered to the syntactic 
agreement approach on concord. (ii) The paradigm of Kratzerian quantifier concord is now 
complete, with the final piece as universal concord. (iii) Not only nominal domains but also 
verbal domains may have concord elements. Reconsideration can be made towards proposed A-
quantifiers. 
 

Keywords: Concord, Agree, Intervention effects, Universal concord, Cantonese 
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MATRIX OPERATORS IN GEORGIAN INDEXICAL SHIFT
Sigwan Thivierge, University of Maryland
INTRODUCTION. This paper examines indexical shift (IS) in Georgian (South Caucasian), which
has been noted but understudied in the literature. I argue that its matrix-level shift provides ev-
idence in favour of the shifty operator theory (Anand and Nevins, 2004; Shklovsky and Sudo,
2014; Deal, 2020, i.a.). In these approaches, an embedded indexical is interpreted against a non-
utterance context whose parameters are determined by an operator. Crucially, this operator is
distinct from the verb that introduces it, which logically allows for the operator to merge freely in
the structure. This prediction is evidenced by shifted indexicals in Georgian matrix clauses.
SHIFTY INDEXICALS. In Georgian, IS is overtly marked by phrase-final ‘-o’ and takes place
under all verbs of the implicational hierarchy observed crosslinguistically: SPEECH > THOUGHT

> KNOWLEDGE (Deal, 2020). The following three patterns diagnose this phenomena as true IS,
demonstrated under a verb of speech. (1) shows that embedded descriptions can be read de re,
constituting evidence against a direct quotation analysis.
(1) a. Context: Dato knows Bryan Adams for his activism work, but not for his music career.

If Dato says to me, “I saw Bryan Adams”, I can report Dato’s meeting as:
b. Dato-m

Dato-ERG

tkv-a,
say-3SG.AOR

(rom)
C

pro
1SG

v-nax-e
1-see-PART.AOR

es
DEM.PROX

momxreral-i-o
singer-NOM-O

‘DatoD said ID saw this singer.’
Next, (2) demonstrates IS bleeding effects: an embedded 3rd person pronoun—which does not
exhibit shifty behaviour—that is coindexed with a matrix argument blocks a shifted interpretation
for the embedded 1st person indexical. This shows, contra a partial quotation analysis, that the
embedded 1st person argument cannot be quoted independently of the embedded clause.
(2) a. Nino-m

Nino-ERG

u-txr-a
APPL-tell-3SG.AOR

Gio-s,
Gio-DAT

(rom)
C

pro
1SG

pro
3SG

m-i-qvar-s-o
1-VER-love-3SG.PRES-O

7 ‘NinoN told Gioi that IN love himi.’
b. Nino-m

Nino-ERG

u-txr-a
APPL-tell-3SG.AOR

Gio-s,
Gio-DAT

(rom)
C

pro
3SG

pro
2SG

u-qvar-xar-o
VER-love-2.PRES-O

7 ‘Ninoi told GioG that shei loves youG.’
Finally, (3) shows that a shifted 1st person indexical must be read de se, indicating that these
patterns in Georgian are indeed instances of true indexical shift.
(3) a. Dato-m

Dato-ERG

tkv-a,
say-3SG.AOR

(rom)
C

pro
1SG

avad
sick

v-ar-o
1-be.PRES-O

‘DatoD said ID am sick.’
b. 3 Earlier today, Dato told me he (Dato) is sick.

# Dato, at the hospital for a checkup, happens to glance at the chart of a patient’s
blood work. Dato, a doctor himself, sees that the patient is clearly sick, but the name
is hard to read. He says to the nurse when she comes in, “This guy is really sick.”

Georgian indexical shift goes beyond Deal’s observed classes of shift-inducing verbs, as it also
takes place under attitudes such as nanoba ‘to regret’ (4). Further, the distribution of ‘-o’ is un-
bounded: it can occur at the end of every phonological phrase (Boeder, 2002). Indexical shift thus
appears to be more free throughout Georgian compared to its crosslinguistic counterparts.
(4) Nino

Nino.NOM

nanob-s,
regret-3SG.PRES

(rom)
C

pro
1SG

Dato-s
Dato-DAT

da-v-shor-di-o
PRV-1-break.up-PART.IMPF-O

‘NinoN regrets that IN broke up with Dato.’
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THEORETICAL ISSUES. While the literature is split mainly between pronoun-based analyses
(Schlenker, 1999, 2003, et seq.) and the shifty operator approach, crosslinguistic evidence is
growing in favour of the latter. Specifically, shifty operators explain Shift Together effects (5)
in IS languages (Anand and Nevins, 2004; Anand, 2006) that cannot be derived under variable
binding (see Deal, 2020 for additional arguments against non-shifty-operator approaches).
(5) Nino-m

Nino-ERG

u-txr-a
APPL-tell-3SG.AOR

Dato-s,
Dato-DAT

(rom)
C

pro
1SG

pro
2SG

da-g-i-nax-e-o
PRV-2-APPL-see-PART.AOR-O

3 ‘NinoN told DatoD that IN saw youD.’ 7 ‘Nino told DatoD that I saw youD.’
3 ‘Nino told Dato that I saw you.’ 7 ‘NinoN told Dato that IN saw you.’

Under the shifty operator theory, the operator is a distinct entity separate from the speech/attitude
verb. This theory thus allows for the possibility that a shifty operator may merge into the struc-
ture without being introduced by a verb. Since these operators occur in the CP periphery, it is
logically possible that they may appear in the matrix CP—that is, it is open for debate whether in-
dexical shift is strictly licensed via syntactic embeddings under lexical speech/attitude verbs.
MATRIX SHIFT. The main data point of this paper in (6) shows (i) ‘-o’ can appear across multiple
clauses, and (ii) ‘-o’ marks the scope of indexical shift. Crucially, shift is induced for a matrix
1st person indexical provided that the intended referent is salient in the discourse.
(6) a. Context: Nino and Dato have been dating for a significant period of time, and Nino

tells Gio that she loves Dato. If I overhear their conversation, I can tell you:
b. Nino-m

Nino-ERG

pro
1SG

m-i-txr-a-o,
1-APPL-say-3SG.AOR-O

(rom)
C

pro
1SG

Dato
Dato.NOM

m-i-qvar-s-o
1-APPL-love-3SG.PRES-O
‘NinoN told meGio that IN love Dato.’

The shifted interpretations of the embedded and matrix 1st person indexicals result from the pres-
ence of two shifty operators, one in the embedded CP periphery and the other in the matrix (7). The
speech verb in the matrix clause introduces a shifty operator in the periphery of the complement
clause, signalled by the phrase-final ‘-o’; that embedded operator provides the context parameters
which the embedded 1st person indexical receives its reference from.
(7) [Op1

[OP

Nino-m
Nino-ERG

pro
1SG

m-i-txr-a-o
1-APPL-tell-3SG.AOR-O

[Op2
[OP

(rom)
C

pro
1SG

Dato
Dato.NOM

m-i-qvar-s-o]]
1-APPL-love-3SG.PRES-O]]
‘NinoN told meGio that IN love Dato.’

As for the matrix clause, I propose that a shifty operator merges into the matrix CP periphery
given that the discourse includes the highly salient Gio. The matrix operator, also signalled by
‘-o’, provides a set of context parameters that differs from the utterance context and induces shift
for the matrix 1st person indexical. Thus, (7) instantiates a case of non-embedded IS.
CONCLUSION & IMPLICATIONS. Georgian IS provides novel evidence for free shifty operators,
expanding the current typology of IS languages. As in other IS languages, Georgian speech/attitude
verbs can introduce a shifty operator which governs the interpretation of embedded indexicals.
Georgian further shows that shifty operators may also be licensed by the discourse, thus govern-
ing the interpretation of matrix indexicals. Indexical shift thus cannot be solely induced by the
shiftability of an indexical, pace pronoun-centric approaches.
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